We previously presented a fault localization technique called Value Replacement that repeatedly alters the state of an executing program to locate a faulty statement [9] . The technique searches for program statements involving values that can be altered during runtime to cause the incorrect output of a failing run to become correct. We showed that highly effective fault localization results could be achieved by the technique on programs containing single faults. In the current work, we generalize Value Replacement so that it can also perform effectively in the presence of multiple faults. We improve scalability by describing two techniques that significantly improve the efficiency of Value Replacement. In our experimental study, our generalized technique effectively isolates multiple simultaneous faults in time on the order of minutes in each case, whereas in [9], the technique had sometimes required time on the order of hours to isolate only single faults.
Introduction
The process of finding, understanding, and fixing software defects ("bugs" or "faults") is called software debugging. This is an important and necessary phase of software development, due to the prevalence of bugs in program source code. Software debugging helps to make software more robust and reliable.
An important phase of software debugging, fault localization, involves locating faulty program statements. Fault localization research aims to develop automated techniques to assist developers in finding bugs. Dynamic Program Slicing [2, 15, 21, 26, 27, 28] can compute a subset of program statements, likely containing a faulty statement, that directly or indirectly affects the erroneous output produced during a failing execution. Delta Debugging [4, 23, 24] analyzes differences in program state between successful and failing executions to isolate a bug. Other approaches [14, 16, 17] use runtime information to rank program statements according to likelihood of being faulty.
In our prior work [9] , we describe a state-altering technique to locate program bugs called Value Replacement.
This technique involves replacing the set of values used at a statement instance in a failing run with an alternate set of values, then checking to see whether the failing run changes as a result to become passing. The statement instances where this is true are likely to be associated with a fault. We showed [9] that the Value Replacement technique can achieve highly effective fault localization results using the Siemens benchmark programs [8] . These results were a substantial improvement over those achieved by the Tarantula statistical technique [14] , which itself was shown [13] to yield better results on the Siemens benchmarks than several other prior approaches. However, one issue with Value Replacement is that the effectiveness of locating faults can be reduced when multiple simultaneous faults are present. This is because the technique considers multiple failing runs; when different runs fail due to different faults, this can make it more difficult to isolate the faulty statements, thereby decreasing the effectiveness of the technique.
In the current work, we show how to generalize the Value Replacement technique into an iterative technique that can effectively handle the situation when multiple faults are present in software. We first consider a minimalcomputation approach in which Value Replacement is applied only once to rank program statements, and the search for all faults is performed within the single ranked list (relatively low cost, but relatively low effectiveness). We next consider a full-recomputation approach in which Value Replacement is iteratively invoked to find and fix one fault at a time (relatively high effectiveness, but relatively high cost). Finally, we consider a middle-ground, partialrecomputation approach in which only a part of the required computation for Value Replacement is performed on each iteration to find and fix a fault (lesser cost with effectiveness approximating that of full-recomputation).
A limitation of the core Value Replacement technique is that it may require considerable computation time. Our prior experiments [9] with the single-fault Siemens benchmarks showed that while many faults could be isolated within a matter of minutes, other faults required time on the order of hours to locate, due to relatively long execution traces of failing tests. In the worst case, one particular fault required over 14 hours to locate. This efficiency issue becomes considerably more pronounced when iteratively handling multiple simultaneous faults. To address this concern, we describe two improvements that significantly speed-up the required computation time to locate faults using Value Replacement: (1) removing redundant execution when performing value replacements; and (2) parallelizing the task of performing value replacements. We noticed considerable improvement in the efficiency of the core Value Replacement technique when applying these two improvements: the situation mentioned above that previously required over 14 hours to locate a single fault, now requires only 27 minutes to achieve the same result. These improvements in efficiency have enabled us to generalize Value Replacement into an iterative technique that can address the issue of multiple faults. The main contributions of this paper are:
• A new technique (with three variants) that generalizes Value Replacement to promote effectiveness in the presence of multiple faults.
• Two techniques that significantly improve the efficiency of Value Replacement.
• An experimental study demonstrating the effectiveness and efficiency of our multiple-fault technique.
In the next section, we describe the core Value Replacement technique and its generalization to handle multiple faults. We then describe two techniques to significantly improve the efficiency of Value Replacement (Section 3). We present an experimental study (Section 4), related work (Section 5), and a summary of our conclusions (Section 6).
Value Replacement and its Generalization to
Handle Multiple Faults
Single-Fault Core Technique
We previously presented the core Value Replacement technique for fault localization [9] . The technique involves performing value replacements in order to search for interesting value mapping pairs in a failing run. A value replacement is the act of replacing the set of values used at a statement instance in a failing run with an alternate set of values, then letting execution proceed from that point to observe the effect on the program output. If the output changes to become correct, then an interesting value mapping pair (IVMP) is identified and associated with the statement instance, indicating the original and alternate sets of values at that point that caused the failing run to become passing. Alternate sets of values are selected from profiling information taken from the executions of all test cases in an available test suite. Different alternate value sets are used to perform value replacements in each statement instance in each failing run. The key idea of Value Replacement is that the statements associated with IVMPs in more failing runs, are more likely to be faulty. A suspiciousness value is associated with each statement exercised by a failing run, which is simply the number of failing runs in which that statement is associated with at least one IVMP. Statements are then ranked in decreasing order of this suspiciousness.
We showed [9] that Value Replacement can achieve significantly better fault localization results on the Siemens benchmark programs [8] than another statistical approach called Tarantula [14] . Moreover, Tarantula had been previously shown [13] to be more effective on the same benchmark programs than several other prior approaches. However, the benefits of Value Replacement come at the expense of significantly increased computation time. We address the issue of efficiency in Section 3.
Value Replacement implicitly assumes that all failing runs fail due to a single fault. In the event that runs fail due to different faults, this can lead to faulty statements potentially having lower suspiciousness than other non-faulty statements, limiting the effectiveness of the technique.
Multi-Fault Generalized Techniques
In the single-fault Value Replacement technique, a ranked list of program statements is computed and presented to a developer. The developer can then search the reported statements in order until the faulty statement is found. Figure 1 (A) depicts this scenario. To handle multiple simultaneous faults, we generalize the technique to iteratively present the developer with ranked lists of program statements, each time allowing the developer to find and fix a fault. After each iteration, a new ranked list may be computed as long as at least one failing run remains, so that remaining faults can be located. We consider three variations of the multiple-fault generalized Value Replacement technique. First, we consider a minimal-computation approach where Value Replacement is performed only once, and the developer uses the single ranked list of statements to search input:
Faulty program P , and test suite T containing at least one failing run. output:
Program P such that no tests in T fail. algorithm MinimalComputationApproach begin 1: rankedList := Run Value Replacement(P , T ); 2: P := P ; 3: while ∃ a failing run in T wrt. P do 4:
F := locate next fault using rankedList; 5:
P := version of P after fixing F ; endwhile end MinimalComputationApproach Figure 2 . Minimal-computation approach to locate multiple faults.
for faulty statements as needed (Figure 1(B) ). Second, we consider the opposite extreme: a full-recomputation approach in which we perform (regular) Value Replacement, allow the developer to find and fix a fault, then repeat this process on the new version of the program as necessary (Figure 1(C) ). Finally, we consider a partial-recomputation approach that performs only partial Value Replacement computation on each iteration (Figure 1(D) ).
Minimal-Computation
The minimal-computation approach is presented in Figure 2 . The approach takes as input a faulty program and a corresponding set of test cases containing at least one failing run. First, the Value Replacement approach is executed to obtain a ranked list of program statements (line 1). Then, as long as a failing run exists in the test suite with respect to the current version of the program (line 3), the ranked list is used to locate a fault in the program (line 4), which is then fixed (line 5), resulting in a new version of the program with the fault removed. The actual identification and fixing of a faulty statement is done manually by a developer. If at least one run still fails on the new version of the program, then the (same) ranked list is consulted again to find and fix another fault (back to line 3). Under this approach, the computation time is expected to be comparable to that of the original single-fault Value Replacement technique, since a ranked list of program statements need be computed only once. However, the drawback is that the average fault localization effectiveness for each individual fault may be reduced, since the ranked list is never updated as the program is modified and faults are corrected over time.
Full-Recomputation
The full-recomputation approach is identical to the minimal-computation approach, except the invocation of the Value Replacement technique has been moved to inside the main loop (in Figure 2 , this involves moving line 1 inbetween lines 3 and 4). The effect is that a revised ranked input:
Program P such that no tests in T fail. algorithm PartialRecomputationApproach begin
Step 1: [Compute ranked lists and find/fix first fault] 1: RankedLists := {}; 2: Stmt f ail := stmts exercised by failing runs in T ; 3: for each stmt s ∈ Stmt f ail do 4:
F := failing runs in T which do not exercise s; 5:
rankList := Run Value Replacement(P , T − F ); 6:
RankedLists := RankedLists ∪ {rankList}; endfor 7: selectedList := removeFirstList(RankedLists); 8: F := locate next fault using selectedList; 9: f aultyStmt := the stmt containing F ; 10: P := version of P after fixing F ;
Step 2: [Revise ranked lists and find/fix next fault] 11: while ∃ a failing run in T wrt. P do 12:
F ail := failing runs in T exercising f aultyStmt with respect to P ; 13:
compute IVMPs for each run in F ail wrt. P ; 14:
update any affected lists in RankedLists; 15:
selectedList := removeNextList(RankedLists); 16:
F := locate next fault using selectedList; 17:
f aultyStmt := the stmt containing F ; 18:
P := version of P after fixing F ; endwhile end PartialRecomputationApproach list is computed on each iteration when a fault is found and fixed. This ensures that the approach has up-to-date data that can be used to compute a more effective ranking on each iteration. However, the timing requirements increase significantly because Value Replacement must be invoked on every iteration to search for new IVMPs.
Partial-Recomputation
The partial-recomputation approach is presented in Figure 3 . This approach consists of two main steps. First, a set of ranked lists is computed, and they are used to find and fix a first fault in the program. Second, the approach iteratively performs partial Value Replacement re-computation, updates any affected ranked lists, and then uses the revised ranked lists to find and fix a next fault.
Step 1: Initialize ranked lists and handle the first fault (lines 1-10). In this step, the approach first collects together all statements exercised by failing runs to consider for ranking purposes (line 2). Next, for each of these statements s, a ranked list of program statements is computed using Value Replacement by searching for IVMPs in only those failing runs exercising s (lines 3-6). The intuition for this step is as follows: we know at least one of the statements s is faulty, and we are most likely to achieve maximum suspiciousness for such a statement if we rank statements based on the IVMP information of only those failing runs which exercise s; since we do not know which statements are faulty, we compute a ranked list for each considered statement. Next, from among the set of ranked lists, we select and remove one of them to be used to locate the first fault (line 7). This is determined by choosing the list in which the statement at the front of the ranked list has highest suspiciousness (look at subsequent statements to break ties). This list is most likely to quickly lead a developer to the first fault. The developer uses the selected ranked list to find the first fault (lines 8-9) and fix it (line 10).
Step 2: Iteratively revise ranked lists and handle the next fault (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The second step iterates as long as a failing run still exists (line 11). First, in the new version of the program, the approach identifies the set of failing runs exercising the faulty statement that was just fixed (line 12). For only these failing runs (not for all failing runs), IVMPs are re-computed (line 13). Note that this step only searches for IVMPs in a subset of failing runs; it does not actually compute suspiciousness values and a ranked list as is done in the call to Run Value Replacement at line 5. Based on the updated IVMP information, any affected ranked lists from the set of maintained lists are updated so that their rankings may change (line 14). A ranked list is considered affected if it was computed using one of the failing runs for which new IVMPs were just computed. Then, using the revised set of ranked lists, the next one to use for fault localization purposes is selected and removed (line 15). Note that the selection criterion here is different than in line 7. In this case, we select the ranked list for which the statements near the front of the list are the most different from those statements near the fronts of the previously-selected lists. We compute this by setting a difference threshold value D, and then we scan all ranked lists in order in parallel, selecting the first ranked list that achieves D different statements as compared to those statements in the previously-selected lists (we used D = 10 in our experiments since that gave good results on our subject programs). The intuition for this criterion is that a different fault is likely to have a different set of statements with high suspiciousness, than for those faults already found and fixed. The selected list is finally used to locate (lines [16] [17] and fix (line 18) the next fault.
Example. We demonstrate the partial-recomputation approach with a small example. Figure 4 shows an example control-flow graph of a program containing 5 statements, 2 of which happen to be faulty. Suppose a test suite is available that contains 3 failing runs as depicted in the figure, with associated execution traces and sets of statements containing IVMPs as shown (IVMPs were computed as described in [9] and summarized in Section 2.1). In this case, two of the runs fail due to faulty statement 2, and one of them fails due to faulty statement 4. In the first step, we identify the set of statements exercised by failing runs (all statements in this case). Next, we compute a ranked list to associate with each one of these statements, by ordering statements according to suspiciousness value. Recall that the suspiciousness value is the number of (considered) failing runs in which the associated statement has an IVMP. The 5 computed ranked lists for our example are shown in Figure 4 . Each of these ranked lists is computed using the IVMP information from only those failing runs exercising the statement that is associated with the ranked list. For example, the ranked list associated with statement 4 is computing using only run 3 (only run 3 exercises statement 4).
Next, the approach identifies the first ranked list (from among the 5 computed lists) to remove and report to a developer. This is the one with highest suspiciousness values at the front of the list. Ranked lists 1, 2, and 5 have the first ranked element with highest suspiciousness; since the lists are identical (no ties can be broken), an arbitrary choice is made from these lists. Suppose list 1 is selected, removed, and reported to the developer. Then faulty statement 2 is immediately identified because it occurs at the front of the selected list; the developer can then fix this faulty statement. Figure 5 shows how the situation might look after faulty statement 2 is fixed. In this case, statement 4 is the only remaining faulty statement. Assume that run 3 is the only run that still fails. Further assume that on the new version of the program, run 3 is associated with an IVMP at only statement 4. Next, the second step of the partialrecomputation approach is executed. First, the approach identifies which subset of newly-failing runs need to be researched for IVMPs. In our example, failing run 3 exercises statement 2 (the most recently-fixed statement), so run 3 must be re-searched for IVMPs. In practice, not all failing runs may need to be re-searched for IVMPs in this step. Figure 5) . Now, the next ranked list to remove and report to the developer is selected. In this case, we select the ranked list from among those remaining, that is most different from the first-selected ranked list, in terms of the elements near the fronts of the lists. Since the first-selected ranked list had started with statement 2, then from among the remaining lists, list 4 is the most different because it is the only remaining list that does not also start with statement 2. Thus, ranked list 4 is selected. This allows the developer to immediately fix faulty statement 4 (since it appears at the front of the ranked list). At this point, no failing runs remain since all faults are fixed, and the approach terminates. Overall in this example, two ranked lists were selected and reported to the developer, each list accurately identifying one of the faults with highest suspiciousness.
Value Replacement: Improving Efficiency
The efficiency of the Value Replacement fault localization technique is determined by the search for IVMPs in each failing run. Searching for IVMPs can be timeconsuming because it is essentially a testing approach where many program executions are performed. On each execution, the state of the executing program is changed at some point (where the value replacement is performed), and then the effect on the program output is observed. Moreover, this must be performed once for each alternate set of values to try at each statement instance, and at each statement instance in multiple failing runs.
We make two observations about the search for IVMPs that allow us to significantly speed-up the search time: (1) within a failing run, the search for IVMPs involves a significant amount of redundant program execution; (2) each value replacement can be performed in isolation, and thus the search for IVMPs is inherently parallelizable.
Removing redundant program execution. There is significant redundant program execution in the search for IVMPs within a failing run. This is because in a value replacement program execution, the part of the execution before the value replacement is the same as in the original failing run (execution is affected only from the point of the value replacement onwards). Many different value replacement executions in the same failing run therefore leads to a significant amount of redundant execution. This is illustrated in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 (A), an original program execution is shown with 3 statement instances; assume 2 value replacements are performed at each instance, for a total of 6 value replacements. Figure 6 (B) shows each of these 6 value replacement executions, along with the duplicated portions of the original execution.
To remove this redundant execution, we require a mechanism that allows for the following: at a statement instance in a failing run at which we need to perform a value replacement, we need to be able to perform the value replacement and then return directly to the same point, without reexecuting everything before this point, so that we can continue with additional value replacements. In this way, we avoid all redundant execution prior to the point of a value replacement. The fork() function in C can provide us with this functionality.
Our method for removing redundant program execution is as follows. We execute the failing run once, from beginning to end. At each statement instance during execution at which we need to apply one or more value replacements, we invoke fork to create a child process to carry out each value replacement. When the fork function call occurs, a new child process is created which is identical to the parent (original) process, except for a new process ID. The parent process then waits at that statement instance as each child completes its value replacement. Afterwards, the parent process moves onto the next statement instance, where more children may be forked to perform more value replacements. This eliminates all redundant portions of execution, as depicted in Figure 6 (C).
We had to specially handle the input and output of the parent and child processes in our implementation to ensure they are not affected by the forking, because fork duplicates file pointers, which can cause intermixed input/output. This was done by initially capturing all the input and output of the original parent process (representing the original failing execution). When a child process was forked, then its set of input and output was specifically adjusted (such as by setting new file pointers as necessary) to match that of the parent at that point. Reads from "standard-in" were handled by writing these input values to a file after the initial input/output capturing phase, then just reading from this file as necessary during the forking/value replacement phase.
Parallelizing the search for IVMPs. Each time a value replacement is performed when searching for IVMPs, it can be done in isolation from all other value replacements. Thus, multiple available cores can carry out multiple value replacements in parallel. To take advantage of this, we parallelize the search for IVMPs in two ways. First, we partition the set of all value replacements to perform into N task sets, where N is the number of available cores. Then each task set is handed off to an available core, which performs the specified set of value replacements (the IVMP search results from all cores are merged together in the end). Second, when a parent process forks C children to perform C value replacements at a statement instance during execution, then those C children are simply allowed to execute in parallel. This parallelization is illustrated in Figure 6 (D). In the figure, the 6 value replacements are partitioned into 2 task sets. The figure also assumes that enough idle cores are available to process all children in parallel at each statement instance. The circled numbers in Figure 6 (D) show multiple value replacement executions terminating at the same relative time unit; this is due to multiple value replacements being performed in parallel.
To illustrate the benefit of our efficiency improvements, in our prior work [9] , the worst-case situation required over 14 hours to perform all the necessary value replacements to locate a fault. With the efficiency improvements described above, that same result can be achieved in only 27 minutes. However, the focus in the current work is on locating multiple simultaneous faults (not single faults as in [9] ), so the improvements in efficiency are tempered by the iterative nature of the current multiple-fault approach. Java to implement the three variants of our extended technique for handling multiple faults. Our experiments were conducted using a Dell PowerEdge 1900 server with two Intel Xeon quad-core processors at 3.00 GHz, with 16 GB of RAM. Because of the multiple cores available, we implemented both of the efficiency improvements (removing redundant execution, and parallelization) described in Section 3.
Experimental Study
Subject programs and test suites. Our experimental subjects are based on the Siemens benchmark programs and test cases [8] described in Table 1 . Each of the Siemens programs are associated with a set of faulty versions -each containing a single seeded fault -and a pool of test cases.
For our experiments, we require a set of programs containing multiple faults. To create a set of multiple-fault faulty versions for each subject program, we randomly selected from among the available seeded faults to create faulty versions that each contain 5 seeded faults. We ensured that each fault in a multiple-fault version is contained in a different statement. We created up to 20 unique 5-fault faulty versions for each subject program, as permitted by the set of available faults. We were only able to create 2 and 11 such versions for programs ptok and ptok2 respectively, due to a limited number of available faults, some of which conflicted by being located in the same statement and could not be incorporated into the same faulty version.
For each multiple-fault version of each subject program, we created a test suite by selecting tests randomly from the associated test case pool until the following criteria were achieved: (1) the suite is statement-coverage adequate (achieving the same statement coverage as the test case pool); (2) for each faulty statement present in the multiplefault version, there exists a failing run in the suite exercising that statement; and (3) there are at least 5 failing runs and 5 passing runs in the suite (to ensure a good mix of failing and passing runs). Table 2 shows the number of multiple-fault faulty versions created for each subject program, as well as the average test suite size associated with each one.
Approaches and metric for comparison. We compare the fault localization effectiveness and efficiency of the following generalized Value Replacement techniques to handle multiple simultaneous faults. Table 2 . Multiple-fault experimental subjects.
Minimal-computation approach (MIN). The original Value
Replacement technique is applied only once to obtain a single ranked list of program statements, which is then consulted as necessary until all faults are found.
Full-recomputation approach (FULL). The original
Value Replacement technique is iteratively applied to find each fault, one at a time.
Partial-recomputation approach (PARTIAL).
Multiple ranked lists of program statements are computed and iteratively revised through partial recomputation of IVMPs (from only a subset of failing runs) to find each fault.
Ideal situation (IDEAL).
We consider the "ideal" situation for finding each fault to be the case where that fault exists in isolation in a program (no other faults present). This situation is most likely to lead to the best fault localization results for each fault, when using Value Replacement. These "ideal" single-fault results are used to compare against the above 3 techniques that handle multiple faults.
To compare the results of each approach, we assign a score to each located faulty statement. The score is based upon the position of that statement within the ranked list of statements in which it is found. It represents the percentage of program statements in the ranked list that need not be examined if statements are examined in rank order. Let f be a faulty statement, and assume that faulty statement occurs at rank r in a ranked list containing totalStmts total statements. Then the score of faulty statement f can be defined as follows.
The ideal situation occurs when the faulty statement has rank value 1. A higher score is preferable because it means that more program statements need not be examined to locate the fault. In the event that ties occur in the ranked list, all tied statements are given a rank value equal to the maximum rank value from among the tied statements. For example, if there are 5 statements tied for highest rank, then all 5 of them are given rank 5. This allows us to conservatively assume that we would have to examine all tied statements before any faulty statement within that tied set can be found. Table 3 . Average score achieved for each located fault using each approach.
Results and Discussion
Effectiveness. Table 3 shows the average score values achieved for each fault from among all individual faults contained within the multiple-fault versions associated with each subject program. As shown in the table, the FULL approach is able to achieve average score values that are very close to the IDEAL values in most cases (within one or two percentage points). The exceptions are programs sched2, ptok, and ptok2, in which the FULL approach achieves average results that are about 5% -6% less than the IDEAL results. We found that for these three programs that contain relatively few distinct faults (shown in Table 1 ), there were a small number of particular faults in which IVMPs could not be found at the faulty statements, thus resulting in poor ranking results. Since these "problem" faults were repeatedly selected from a relatively small set of total faults, they were present in relatively many of the multiple-fault faulty versions for these programs, affecting the average results.
In all cases, the PARTIAL approach is able to achieve average score values that are within 5% of the FULL approach. In some cases, the difference is quite small. For example, in the replace program, the FULL approach has an average score of 86.98%, while the PARTIAL approach yields almost the same average score: 86.50%. For ptok2, FULL has an average score of 84.37% while PARTIAL has 84.13%. This suggests that PARTIAL may be effective at approximating the effectiveness of FULL in certain cases.
The MIN approach has the lowest average scores in all cases. When compared to the PARTIAL approach, the MIN results are still sometimes considerably lower. For example, in program tcas, the MIN approach yields an average score of 68.82%, which is about 9% less than PAR-TIAL, 14% less than FULL, and 15% less than IDEAL. For replace, MIN yields an average score that is about 10% less than that achieved by PARTIAL. Table 3 suggests that if effectiveness is the primary concern when locating multiple faults in software, the FULL and PARTIAL approaches may be the best choices. However, the FULL approach may be prohibitively timeconsuming in some cases. In these situations, the PARTIAL approach may be preferable to achieve better running time. Efficiency. Figure 7 shows the total time (in seconds) required to search for all IVMPs when running each of the four fault localization approaches. For each subject program, the displayed timing data is the average from among all faulty versions associated with the program. Each bar is stacked to show the average time required for each iteration of the approach (except MIN, in which IVMPs are computed in only one iteration).
It can be seen in Figure 7 that the FULL approach requires more time overall than PARTIAL, which requires more time than MIN. In general, the time required by PAR-TIAL is slightly closer to the time for FULL as opposed to the time for MIN. This is not surprising, considering that only FULL and PARTIAL iteratively compute IVMPs (though PARTIAL may search fewer total failing runs than FULL). However, in some cases the overall time required by PARTIAL is noticeably less than FULL. In ptok, FULL requires about 600 seconds (10 minutes) on average to search for IVMPs in each faulty version, whereas PARTIAL requires only about 470 seconds (under 8 minutes), a 20% reduction in running time. For replace, FULL requires about 5.5 minutes while PARTIAL requires about 3.8 minutes, a 30% reduction in running time. Since the effectiveness of PARTIAL is similar to that of FULL (especially for ptok2 and replace), then PARTIAL may be useful in situations where running time is an issue. Note also that the timing results for IDEAL are generally less than for FULL and PARTIAL; this is due to the programs being single-fault versions in IDEAL, with relatively fewer failing runs exposing these faults that need to be searched for IVMPs. Table 4 shows the actual number of failing runs that are searched for IVMPs in each iteration, on average for each faulty version in a subject program. For example, for the FULL approach in program replace, the first iteration required a search for IVMPs in an average of 9 failing runs, the second iteration required a search in an average of 7 failing runs, and so forth, such that an average of 26 runs needed to be searched in total. We leave out the column for Name  IDEAL  FULL  PARTIAL  tcas  1+1+2+2+2=8  5+4+3+2+1=15  5+4+3+2+1=15  totinfo  3+4+4+3+3=17  10+5+4+3+2=24  10+3+3+2+1=19  sched  2+3+3+2+2=12  10+4+3+2+1=20  10+3+2+1+1=17  sched2  5+5+3+4+6=23  9+4+3+2+1=19  9+3+2+2+1=17  ptok  4+1+1+1+1=8  8+7+6+5+4=30  8+2+3+5+4=22  ptok2  1+1+2+1+1=6  5+4+3+1+1=14  5+2+2+1+1=11  replace  2+2+3+2+2=11  9+7+5+4+1=26  9+3+3+2+1=18   Table 4 . Average number of runs searched for IVMPs (separated by iteration number).
approach MIN because the results are identical to the results of the first iteration for approaches FULL and PARTIAL. The results in this table mirror the timing results from Figure 7 ; PARTIAL requires IVMP searches in fewer total runs than FULL. MIN requires IVMP searches in the fewest number of runs. An interesting observation to make from this table is that as the iteration number increases for both the FULL and PARTIAL approaches, the total number of failing runs that must be searched for IVMPs tends to decrease. This is because as faults are iteratively found and fixed over time, fewer failing runs will tend to remain.
Other points of discussion. The programs used in our experiments, and their associated faults and test cases, were obtained from other researchers [8] and may not be representative of programs and faults that typically occur in practice. In the future, we hope to conduct further empirical evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of our technique when applied to larger, more realistic programs.
Despite our improvements regarding the efficiency of Value Replacement, the ability of our approach to scale to larger programs and execution traces remains an important issue: when searching for IVMPs, our approach still considers multiple value replacements in multiple statement instances in multiple runs. We observe that the improvements described in the current work (Section 3) are lossless, in the sense that no IVMPs will be missed by applying these improvements. However, there are other lossy techniques [9] not considered in this work, that we believe have potential to considerably improve efficiency without significantly degrading the quality of the fault localization results (due to a small number of missed IVMPs). This includes techniques to limit the number of statement instances to search for IVMPs (e.g., consider only those statement instances in the dynamic slice of the incorrect output values), and techniques to limit the number of alternate value sets to consider for value replacements (e.g., consider a subset of alternate values that still span the range of alternate values). We believe that there is still much opportunity to dramatically improve the scalability of Value Replacement in the future.
Comparison to Clustering
In the paper "Debugging in Parallel" [12] Table 5 . Average score value achieved for each located fault using clustering (for different threshold values T).
then used to create specialized test suites that are targeted to a single fault. To study the effect of clustering, we implemented one of their proposed techniques ("Technique 2" in [12] , selected based on ease of implementation). In this clustering technique, each individual failing test case in an available test suite is used to compute a suspiciousness ranking. These suspiciousness rankings are then checked against each other for similarity using a metric called Jaccard Set Similarity, which is defined as the ratio of the sizes of the intersection and the union between two sets. The failing runs associated with the suspiciousness rankings that are considered "similar" to each other are then clustered together. Each cluster of failing runs is then used to compute a ranked list of program statements that targets a particular fault. To determine whether two suspiciousness rankings are "similar" or not, a threshold value between 0 and 1 is set such that a set-similarity value greater than or equal to that threshold is considered to be "similar". The above clustering technique is general and can be used with any fault localization approach that computes a suspiciousness ranking. We conducted an experiment where we performed the above clustering technique in conjunction with the Value Replacement technique for computing suspiciousness rankings. The computed clusters were then used to compute ranked lists of program statements that could be used to locate faults. Table 5 shows these results, on average for each subject program. The table shows the results for different similarity threshold values T, which guide how the clusters are formed and can therefore have a significant impact on the overall fault localization results.
From this table, it can be seen that the average score values are generally significantly lower for the clustering technique than for the FULL and PARTIAL approaches as shown previously in Table 3 . One exception is for program sched, in which the clustering technique is able to achieve slightly higher average score values for the lower threshold values T. Overall, however, these results suggest that the approaches described in the current work, which are aimed specifically at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of Value Replacement in the context of multiple faults, may be preferable to the more general clustering technique when applied in conjunction with Value Replacement. However, the benefit of clustering is that it allows for debugging of multiple faults in parallel, whereas the techniques proposed in the current work are iterative in nature, meant to isolate only one fault at a time.
Related Work
The problem of fault localization has been extensively studied, but most techniques are not explicitly designed to address the issue of multiple faults in software. Slicingbased approaches compute subsets of program statements that directly or indirectly influence the value of a variable at some point in a program. Static Slicing [22] identifies a conservative subset of program statements that may cause such an influence, based upon the program source code. Dynamic Slicing was proposed [2, 15, 21] to identify a more precise subset of statements in the context of an execution of the program. Recent work on Dynamic Slicing [5, 26, 27, 28] has improved its efficiency and efficacy for debugging. To take potential influences into account, the related concept of Relevant Slicing [3, 6] has been studied.
Statistical approaches for fault localization [14, 16, 17 ] use dynamic information obtained from test case executions to rank program statements according to likelihood of being faulty. Jiang and Su [11] proposed a context-aware approach that constructs faulty control flow paths linking bug predictors together, to better describe where and how bugs occur. The Nearest Neighbor approach [20] searches for a correct execution that is most similar to an incorrect execution, compares the spectra for these two executions, and identifies the most suspicious parts of a program.
State-altering approaches modify the state of an executing program to isolate bugs. In Delta Debugging, failureinducing input is identified [24] that allows for the computation of cause-effect chains for failures [23] that can be linked to faulty code [4] . This is accomplished by swapping the values of variables between a successful and failing run. Misherghi and Su [18] proposed an improved Delta Debugging algorithm for minimizing failure-inducing inputs. Predicate Switching [25] attempts to isolate erroneous code by identifying predicates whose outcomes can be altered during a failing run to cause it to become passing. Execution Suppression [10] is a technique that iteratively isolates memory corruption during a failing execution to identify the root cause of a memory-related failure. Value Replacement [9] , discussed extensively in the current work, is also a state-altering technique.
A few techniques have been proposed for handling multiple faults. Abreu et. al. [1] describe a dynamic model-based approach that can derive explanations for multiple potential faults in software. Jones et. al. [12] describe a framework for parallel debugging (discussed in Section 4.3). Their work enables the use of parallel work flows to debug dif-ferent faults simultaneously, thereby reducing the time-torelease of a program. Our current work differs in that it allows for iterative debugging and simply seeks to achieve the best localization results for each fault.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a generalized version of our Value Replacement technique for fault localization [9] that has been extended to perform effectively in the presence of multiple faults in software. The overall approach is to iteratively compute a ranked list of program statements such that each ranked list can guide a developer to some fault in the program as quickly as possible. We presented three variants of this approach that have different effectiveness and efficiency tradeoffs. We have also described two techniques that significantly decrease the computation time required by Value Replacement. These efficiency improvements enhance the applicability and usefulness of our generalized Value Replacement technique that handles multiple faults. In our experimental study, the total time required to locate the multiple faults in our benchmark programs was on the order of minutes in the worst case, among all faulty versions. This is a considerable improvement over our previous study [9] in which it took hours in the worst cases to isolate only single faults.
